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hello
First off, we hope you know how special we think you are for

allowing us the opportunity to share a little about our lives with
you. We are thrilled to began this journey and we hope to be able
to provide your child a beautiful life. Adoption is such a wonderful

thing and we want you to know how brave we think you are for
doing something so courageous. We can only imagine the weight

of this decision and we respect you tremendously   

After some difficulty with fertility we both felt it in our hearts that
adoption was something we both felt very passionate about we both
come from larger families and have both wanted to start one of our
own for a very long time now.  We have so much love to give and we

cant wait to be able to share that with such a beautiful child. 

 

 

Ab and Bri 
Thank you, 



Our Love Story

We met in high school and we have
been together ever since! From the
very first moment we met we just

clicked! One of our very first
memories together we both attended
our local high schools football game

and instead of watching the game we
just walked the stadium track and

talked the entire time! We both knew
in that moment something special

was there and it has turned into such
a wonderful life! We both have so

much fun together and love to
experience new adventures! We have

been married for 7 years now and
everyday we grow closer and

stronger as a couple! we have both
found our true soulmate and we are

so grateful for our life together!



Meet AB… 
Im AB! Yes you read that
correct, Just the first two

letters of the alphabet. Its my
nickname as my real name is
kinda long (Anna Elizabeth)  
anyways, one thing you’ll love

about me is my humor! its
very rare that I am serious
and sarcasm is my second
language! I am a Physical

Therapist Assistant and have
been for 8 years now! I love

to help people, it's so
rewarding to be able to see

my patients become
independent again! I enjoy
laughing and having a good
time but I am kinda shy at
first! I love sports and have
played most in my lifetime.

Soccer and football are
probably my favorite. I am an

FSU fan, and Minnesota
Vikings fan! I enjoy being

outside and exploring new
places. A couple of facts

about me I love Star Wars,
and enjoy working out!



Meet Bri… 
I’m Brianna, Bri, Bebe, Bria or B I
really answer to any of those! I
love life and want to find the
good in everything. I enjoy  

being a social butterfly but I also
enjoy the simple side of life by
sitting outside reading a book
or going for a walk. Ive been a
hairstylist for 7 years and have

owned a Salon for 3! Before that
I was a nanny and a

cheerleading coach. A few facts
about me: I love Disney and

iced coffee is my weakness!    



Here are some of the little people in our lives, Bri calls them all
her mini besties!  We are so blessed with two nieces and one

nephew. We are also blessed with our closest friends children,
who we love just like our own family! We go to birthday parties,
sports events, play dates, school events, anything we can do to

support them is our goal! 



our fur babies 



Our home

We moved into this house a couple of years
ago after tragedy struck our community we
were hit with a Hurricane and it completely
destroyed our previous home. It was like a

fresh start and new beginning for us and we
have loved being able to start over and make
this new place our forever home! We would
love the opportunity to start our family here

and raise them so close to our family and
friends! 



Our Support System 



Thank you
We just want to let you know

how grateful we are for
considering us! And we are so
excited for this new chapter
and opportunity you would

give us! 
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